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WHAT IS THE NTTAC ACRONYM 
JOURNEY MAP?
WHAT IS IT NOT?
The NTTAC Acronym Journey Map grew from a 
question in the field:  

Why are we doing all of these campus and 
student wellness initiatives? What are the 
central outcomes to these activities? 

The  NTTAC Acronym Journey Map is a visual 
teaching tool with accompanying dialogue prompts 
for use by coaches in their work with school and 
education leadership teams. It is intended to help 
school communities visualize the similarities, 
differences, and desired outcomes of common 
campus support initiatives. When combined with 
the dialogue prompts, coaches can help school 
communities detail what is needed to actualize, 
implement, and properly message common student 
support initiatives. 

Alignment of campus climate, intervention, and 
wellness supports is crucial to reduce the pressure 
cooker environment in school communities. Without 
alignment, leaders continue to experience staff burnout, workforce shortages,  and initiative fatigue. Without integration, we risk 
piecemeal, incomplete, or reactive strategies without attunement to whole child wellness or staff capacity to implement. Without 
divergence and dialogue, leaders risk disconnect of purpose in pursuit of fidelity and lost opportunities to expand networks of 
support.1

There is no uniform recipe for interventions that will transform any school community - and the journey to finding out the 
ingredients for success IS the work of this practice. 

What the Journey Map IS…

» A conversation starter

» The beginning of change

» Questions for the questioners to help spark  
   discussion and dialogue

» A facilitation tool for coaches

What the Journey Map IS NOT…

» A prescriptive checklist

» A curriculum or pedagogy

» Policy or practice instructions

» A scripted question and answer 

This document provides an overview of the Journey Map Graphic, points out landmarks and key terminology along the way, and 
provides dialogue prompts for coaches that are bucketed to represent principles of trauma-aware classrooms.

1 Arao, B., & Clemens, K. (2013). From safe spaces to brave spaces. The art of effective facilitation: Reflections from social justice educators, 135-150.

Acronym Journey Map

Click to Download the Journey Map! >

#
#
https://nttacmentalhealth.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/NTTAC-Journey-Map_Acronym-Journey-Map.pdf
https://nttacmentalhealth.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/NTTAC-Journey-Map_Acronym-Journey-Map.pdf
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MAP LEGENDS & DEFINITIONS: 
Trauma Informed Classrooms + Practices:
Rooted in an understanding of and responsiveness to the impact of trauma, trauma-informed classrooms are a strengths-based 
approach that emphasize physical, psychological, and emotional safety. Advanced approaches use the principles of trauma-
informed practices as the starting point to design healing-centered communities. Healing-centered communities frame every 
aspect of a school day with the support and wellness of the school community in mind: from school operations, class schedules, 
physical spaces, curriculum design, and teaching practices. Most importantly, healing-centered spaces commit to ongoing and 
authentic professional development with staff to understand the intersections of trauma, community violence, and bias on the 
developing mind. Trauma-informed practices can be considered all three of the following, depending on context:

A
Framework

A
Lens

A
Paradigm

Shift

It is important to keep terminology clear and seek opportunities to develop common understanding of language around student 
support as a school community.

Journey Map Landmarks:
• Notice pathways lined with the six components of a trauma informed approach to guide our way - Safety, 

Trustworthiness, Peer Support, Collaboration, Empowerment, Cultural humility  

• Find on the map tools for the journey to prepare us to make trauma-aware decisions: long term commitment, 
supportive relationships, joy, curiosity

Multi-Tiered Systems of Support: Includes PBIS & RTI
A framework used to provide universal, targeted, or intensive support. MTSS supports academic growth and achievement, but 
it can be used to support many other areas. This includes mental health support, behavior interventions, social and emotional 
needs, and attendance. The type of support increases in intensity from one level to the next. MTSS is an “umbrella” term; it 
includes some specific approaches you may know already: 
 
Response to intervention (RTI) aims to identify struggling students early on and give them the support they need to thrive in 
school. The goal is for the school to start helping before a student falls behind.

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS): Aims to improve campus culture, climate, and safety through 
common language, clear expectations, and consistent proactive recognition and promotion of positive behaviors. PBIS is not 
inherently trauma-informed; there is risk for emphasis on control and compliance. However, there are components of the system 
that can be implemented in a trauma-informed way.

Journey Map Landmarks:
• Find on the map the ideas and beliefs we leave behind: punitive methods, data without an equity lens, deficit-

based thinking

• Be on the lookout for obstacles in your path: Behaviorism used to control not connect, policies that don’t align 
with our values, reactive decision making, and working in silos

Social Emotional Learning + Social Emotional Learning Curriculum
Social Emotional Learning (SEL)2 programs provide tools to help students to understand, express and manage emotions, and 
demonstrate empathy for others.  SEL programs create a common language around mental health, and provide strategies 
for emotional management and conflict resolution. Not all SEL programs are created the same! The best SEL programs 
acknowledge social and emotional literacies as constructs and standards that students benefit from learning when woven into 
their overall development (Liberate & Chill, 2020). 

Important Note: Directly consider intersectionality of race, culture, and power as you select and identify values 
in your school community. We recommend co-constructing values with your school community. !

2 Better Together: The Intersection of Trauma Informed Care (TIC), Equity, Social Emotional Learning (SEL), & Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS)

https://www.understood.org/articles/en/understanding-response-to-intervention
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Educational Equity
Educational equity in the most basic sense means that all students get what they need to develop their full academic and 
social potential (See Figure 1: National Equity Project, 2021. Image Description (for accessibility): Diagram with three 
cheveron arrows: one purple, one blue, and one green, pointing left to right showing how to achieve equity in education. 
Transformation begins with the development of school leaders who are able to transform our institutions so that success and 
failure are no longer predictable by student identity). 

We must develop
leaders who can..

Transform our 
institutions by 

eliminating inequitable 
practices and cultivate 

the unique gifts, talents, 
and interests of every 

child...

So that success and 
failure are no longer 

predictable by student 
identity - racial, cultural, 
economic, or any other 

social factor.

To achieve equity in education

Figure 1: Adopted from the National Equity Project Definition of Educational Equity

Journey Map Landmarks:
• Guiding Star: Our true north, our purpose, our why - humanized learning, humanized leading, witnessing, 

valuing, belonging, growing, justice

• Air: equity, wellness, rest, healing, connection, resourcing, support, interdependence, strengths based, 
attunement 

Anti-bias & anti-racism (ABAR): 
How a school community “can” or “should” work to achieve equity is often debated, with increased polarization, attention, and 
even legislation, related to terms like anti-bias or anti-racism. 

Anti-bais and anti-racist work acknowledges that racism and bias are at the core of many past and present structures in education. 
In addition to acknowledgement, ABAR actively takes steps to change the structures and systems that cause harm. 

Very simply stated ABAR works explicitly and actively to disrupt systemic inequities present within the education system in order 
to cultivate justice for marginalized communities. 
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DIALOGUE PROMPTS FOR COACHES:
Invitation: Consider how to pair a selection of questions below with the map to generate dialogue or discussion. Questions can 
be mixed and matched. Notice that the questions are grouped in alignment with the principles of trauma informed classrooms 
and care. There is no right or wrong answer for teams or leaders. Questions intended for one group can be discussed by 
another; the list is not meant to be prescriptive or final. 

Key:  All = A   State = S   District = D   Building = B

Transparency & Trustworthiness: 

» How does every initiative, policy, program, procedures or practice align to our values (i.e. our “north star”)? How will we 
know? A

» If what we are doing does not align to our values - how will we adjust or stop? A

» Are we communicating clearly across all levels? How will we know? A  

» Create a diagram of the way information flows from the top of your agency to all stakeholders. Where are the hiccups? A

» How will we know our current mode of communicating guidance, policy, and practices is working? A

» What are the ways in which state guidance, policy, or legislation can message and ensure the alignment of multiple  
     frameworks that share outcomes? S

» How might we (or do we) message that social and emotional learning and wellbeing are key to academic success?  Are  
    our actions consistent with our stated values? A

» What are the values at play in the school community among many stakeholders? What are the shared values or our  
    community? D  B

» How might we message the meaning of terms such as accountability, trauma-informed care/lens/approach, cultural 
     humility/responsiveness, compassion, and resilience? How will we support those messages with actions? A

Impact & Safety:
» Who does this support/program/intervention benefit MOST? (adults, kids, the system) A

» Is this program, policy, or practice evidence-based, evidence-informed, or an emerging, promising practice? Who benefits  
    from the program? Who vetted it? A

» How is impact defined and measured? What does success look like? How will we know when it is time to try something  
    new versus implementing the current model with accountability/fidelity? A

» What does success look like for your students? Was success defined by and with students? 

» What activities, courses, guidelines, school rules and opportunities support the development of your student’s vision of  
    success? Which do not?  D

» How are we creating opportunities for leaders to reflect on their learning and practices? A

» What types of guidance, policies, or professional development are offered about the impact of trauma on brain development,  
   co-regulation, and stress management for adults? D  B
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Collaboration & Mutuality:
» What does success look like - and how was the vision of success developed? Was the definition of success generated by  
    the people we serve or by us on their behalf? 

» What is the need? What does our community hope happens? How do we know when it happens? A

» How are we making the time, resources and funding available for local-level leaders to create trauma-sensitive systems of  
    care and meet the needs unique to their community? S

» How are we investing in local programs and organizations that are run by community leaders/members?

» What is our process for understanding the values in our school community? 

» What are the shared values in our community, and where is there tension among the values? D  B

» How are you talking about trauma and normalizing stress/distress responses and collaborating on care throughout our  
    community? B

Empowerment, Voice & Choice:
» How are you partnering or building capacity to partner with families, especially those who are often voiceless or left out of  
    decision making? A

» What are your school values? Are they inclusive of students’ values? B

» How might we make sure our resources are distributed equitably? What will it look like when they are distributed equitably?  
   A

» Is the policy, procedure, program or practice applicable in rural communities? How do we know? S

» Can state level programs, practices, or policies be adapted or is it allowable to adapt to the needs of a unique community?  
   S

» How are we advocating for change on the district and state level by asking system questions and exploring systems  
    solutions? D  B

» How are we increasing the capacity of the local communities to make decisions? A

Cultural Humility:
» How do we center the work of BIPOC leaders and build the skills of others to do so? A

» Have we done individual reflection on my biases and how it might impact our professional activities? A

» Are outcomes equitable across demographic groups? Is the support culturally attuned for the communities we serve?  How  
   do we know? A

» Are we being culturally responsive, responsible, and respectful? How would we know we are? How will we adjust if we are  
   not? A

» How do our actions work to repair intergenerational educational trauma and institutionalized harm within our sphere of  
    influence? A

» What are the student’s and families’ values, and how do we know? D  B
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» How are adults supported in recognizing and uplifting community, familial, and ancestral resiliencies of students and  
    communities? D  B

» How are students empowered to access their ancestral, historical, and community resiliencies as a key part of identity  
    development and trauma healing? B

» How do we celebrate the cultural wealth of our school community? D  B

Peer Support:
» Whose voices might be missing from the conversation? A

» What supports are available to school staff to help them proactively and sustainability cope with potential individual and  
    secondary trauma exposure? B

» How are we supporting the workforce to manage their own trauma loads and model positive, sustainable coping, adapting,  
   and thriving through trauma? A

» How are we uplifting stories of lived experience? A

HOW WAS THIS TOOL DEVELOPED?
We began in early 2021 as a group of colleagues from around the country with expertise and experience  in work that speaks 
to trauma-informed care, equity, social emotional learning, and multi-tiered systems of support. Together, we developed the 
Journey Map3 Toolkit to help school leaders on their journeys to transform school-based wellness supports, foster positive 
campus climate, and develop safe and supportive learning environments. 

Click to Download the Giant Acronym Venn Diagram >

2 Special thank you to Sherrill Knezel from Meaningful Marks LLC for the Graphic Recording of the original meeting and the NTTAC Acronym Journey Map 

https://nttacmentalhealth.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/NTTAC-Journey-Map_Giant-Venn-Diagram.pdf
https://nttacmentalhealth.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/NTTAC-Journey-Map_Giant-Venn-Diagram.pdf
https://www.meaningfulmarks.net/
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Our initial conversation grew into a learning series: Collision Course of Concepts - A Critical Friends Group to refine and expand upon 
the initial facilitation questions and Journey Map. We examined the tools, experiences, and frameworks we were most exposed to in our 
work including: Multi-tiered Systems of Support [MTSS] (including Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports [PBIS] and Response to 
Intervention [RTI]), trauma-informed practices, and social emotional learning.  

We hope for more spaces to work through the complexities and joys of coaching school communities. We hope others feel empowered to 
begin their own journeys; find places to bring their coaching dilemmas; discover new training approaches;  and receive peer support and 
guidance from each other. We hope this tool helps leaders develop humanistic, rather than behavioristic, approaches to student support 
that better meet the needs of everyone in the building.

Historically, pandemics have forced humans to break with the past and imagine their world 
anew. This one is no different. It is a portal, a gateway between one world and the next. 
- Arundhati Roy, 2020

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10665684.2020.1863883?src=recsys#
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